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AOC G2 CU34G2XE/BK computer monitor 86.4 cm (34") 3440 x
1440 pixels Black, Red

Brand : AOC Product family: G2 Product code: CU34G2XE/BK

Product name : CU34G2XE/BK

Screen size (inch) 34, Panel resolution 3440x1440, Refresh rate 144 Hz, Response time MPRT 1 ms,
Panel type VA, HDMI HDMI 2.0 x 1, Display Port DisplayPort 1.4 x 1, Sync technology (VRR) Adaptive
Sync

AOC G2 CU34G2XE/BK computer monitor 86.4 cm (34") 3440 x 1440 pixels Black, Red:

Enhance your Gaming adventure with the CU34G2E/BK: a 34-Inch Ultrawide Curved Monitor
offering WQHD resolution, 144Hz Refresh Rate and HDR10 support
The CU34G2E/BK is a 34-inch curved ultrawide monitor featuring a VA Curved 1500R Panel and a WQHD
resolution of 3440x1440, providing an immersive 21:9 ultrawide experience. Dive into rich and vibrant
colors with HDR10 support, enhancing your visual experience during the most intense gaming moments.
Enjoy smooth gameplay at a swift 144Hz refresh rate, and with minimal motion blur thanks to the rapid
1ms MPRT response time, you'll find yourself deeply immersed in the world of your games.

Display

Display diagonal * 86.4 cm (34")
Display resolution * 3440 x 1440 pixels
Native aspect ratio * 21:9
Panel type * VA
Backlight type W-LED
Response time 1 ms
Screen shape * Curved
Screen curvature rating 1500R
Contrast ratio (typical) * 4000:1
Contrast ratio (dynamic) 80000000:1
Maximum refresh rate * 144 Hz
Viewing angle, horizontal 178°
Viewing angle, vertical 178°
Display number of colours * 16.7 million colours
Pixel density 109 ppi
Display diagonal (metric) 86.4 cm
High Dynamic Range (HDR)
supported
sRGB coverage (typical) 120%

Performance

Low Blue Light technology
Low input lag
FPS counter
Dial point
Shadow сontrol
Motion blur reduction
Game mode

Design

Product colour * Black, Red
Frameless design
Front bezel colour Black/Red
Detachable stand

Ports & interfaces

HDMI ports quantity 1
HDMI version 2.0
DisplayPorts quantity 1
DisplayPort version 1.4
Headphone out *
Headphone connectivity 3.5 mm

Ergonomics

Panel mounting interface 100 x 100 mm
Cable lock slot *
Cable lock slot type Kensington
Tilt angle range -5 - 23°
Picture-in-Picture

Power

Power consumption (typical) * 52 W
Power consumption (standby) * 0.5 W
Power consumption (off) 0.3 W

Packaging content

Cables included AC
DisplayPort cable length 1.8 m
HDMI cable length 1.8 m

Weight & dimensions

Weight (with stand) 7.5 kg
Weight (without stand) 6.26 kg

Packaging data

Package weight 12 kg

Sustainability

Sustainability certificates CB

Other features

DCI-P3 coverage 89%
Picture-by-Picture (PbP)
Exterior finish type Matt
Bezel thickness type Frameless
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